Report on activities conducted in the month of June 2020 under Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat

An online Quiz on Kerala was conducted on 29th June 2020 under EBSB June month activities. The questionnaire was open to all staff members and students, out of which 185 candidates took part actively by submitting the responses. The participants could see the correct responses and their individual score at the end of the quiz. The questions were based on history, culture, literature, polity, geography, natural resources etc. of Kerala.

The students were also provided information and link to various online activities conducted under EBSB by different organizations like webinars under Dekho Apna Desh program by Ministry of Tourism, GOI and learning different languages through a sentence daily.

Some glimpses of activities
Kerala Quiz Nahan June 2020

Quiz on Kerala

Under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Program,
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Average: 18.7 / 25 points
Median: 19 / 25 points
Range: 0 - 25 points

Total points distribution
8) Webinar on Northeast India - “Experience the exclusive villages” may be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMc7P7Dbs4

Learning different languages through a sentence daily under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat.

Respected teachers please forward this in your school.

Good afternoon respected all. I have shared url of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat which may be forwarded to students. There are different activities like webinars on tourism, youtube videos on indigenous sports and activities being organized by different...